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Editorial
by Sifu Lloyd Fridenburg

When the Journey and Destination Become One
If you were to have asked Grandmaster Pan Qing Fu about his Kung Fu skills the
answer would always be the same, “Today, I think, much better than yesterday;
tomorrow, even better!”. His life was always about the journey and about constantly improving his Kung Fu
skills. On June 29 Grandmaster Pan arrived at the ultimate destination when he suffered a fatal heart attack at
his home in Kitchener. He maintained his rigorous training routine right up to the day he died. His final resting
place is in his home town, Tianjin China where he was honoured by his many Chinese students and Disciples.
Not only was Grandmaster Pan
a world renowned martial artist,
coach, instructor, and actor; he
was also had a very significant
influence on the evolution of the
Waterloo Kung Fu Academy.
We at WKFA have a unique
history that includes the lineage
of two different Masters. Sifu
Bob Schneider trained, and
received his Black Sash, under
Master Ron Day at Kitchener
Kicks Martial Arts Academy. He
went on to found the Waterloo
Kung Fu Academy in 1987.
About three years later he was
introduced to Grand Master Pan
at an event in Toronto, shortly
after he had immigrated to Canada.
Sifu Bob invited Master Pan to visit WKFA and soon after he presented his very first seminar in Canada to our
school (the first of many). At the time none of us knew that Master Pan was considered a national treasure
within China because few outside of the country had been exposed to this outstanding talent and fountain of
Kung Fu knowledge.
A small but sturdy man with wild black hair, made his way to the front of the room. His eyes betrayed his calm
exterior, for one look into those eyes was like starring into the eyes of a tiger. In the first few moments of the
seminar, this master of flexibility left us in awe as he touched the ball of his foot to his chin (while keeping his leg
straight). One minute a calm deliberate lecturer, the next displaying the ferociousness of a tiger, as he
demonstrated a large assortment of weapons. This was our first introduction to the man who was to become our
close friend and mentor, Master Pan Qing Fu.
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I could talk for hours about my own relationship with Master Pan, but instead I want to draw your attention to the
impact he had on WKFA. You see, soon after that first seminar Master Pan moved in with Sifu Bob and lived with
him for two years. During that time Sifu Bob became a Disciple (dedicated, loyal, elite student) of Master Pan, a
relationship that led to many profound changes within WKFA. Here are some of the highlights:
•
•
•
•
•

Forms directly changed by Master Pan (with permission from Master Ron Day): Single Step, Tiger,
Leopard, Dragon, Broadsword, Double Daggers, Staff.
Form changes by Sifu Bob, influenced by training with Master Pan: Double Broadsword, Tiger Crane,
Snake.
Forms produced and introduced by Master Pan (that are still part of our curriculum: 5 Tiger Staff, Master
Pan Broadsword, and Ferocious Fist (developed for the movie Talons of the Eagle).
Basic (horse) Stance: you may have noticed that our basic stance is quite different from that of many other
schools. Master Pan introduced our square stance with feet straight and hands chambered at the sash.
Many elements of style that we still use today were introduced by Master Pan, including: the two steps at
the end of forms, looking to the left as part of our forms bow, the clap at the end of class, introduction of
specific sounds into forms like the Ferocious Fist and Tiger, and I’m sure many that I have overlooked.

Yet the things he passed on to WKFA were mere specs of dust in his vast vault of Kung Fu knowledge.
We owe a great deal to Master Pan, and to Sifu Bob who seized a unique opportunity and endured the
rigorous Disciple training regimen that led us to our present state of evolution. I feel privileged to have known
Grandmaster Pan the man, as well as the legend. I doubt that we will ever see anyone quite like Grandmaster
Pan again. Rest in peace; your journey and destination have become one.
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Sifu’s Corner
I find September always feels more like January with the thought of getting back to a
more discipline routine. Taking July and August for some relaxation and travel was a
very welcome change though. This season, my family and I put some serious
kilometres (5,000+) on our new travel trailer, as we explored Ontario and Quebec. We
took in this country’s vast and beautiful landscape, visiting family and friends as the five
of us had some quality time to connect.
Working back from February’s Achilles tendon rupture, I learned the
importance of setting a healing goal. While the doctor’s timeline wasn’t a full
recovery until closer to Christmas, I had some other thoughts and this helped
get me through this long stretch. Visualizing specific and realistic goals
motivated me to stick to the often-tedious physio regime. In July, while
exploring the Saguenay region of Quebec, with my 2-year old in a pack, I
completed a hike with some serious elevation. Having this mobility felt
especially satisfying after losing it for a chunk of the winter.
Near the start of our vacation, I was saddened to learn of the passing of my
teacher’s teacher, Grand Master Pan. His influence on our Kung Fu style and
the culture of our Academy cannot be understated. In one of our recent
summer cinema nights at the Academy, we watched Talons of the Eagle,
which stars him and includes, Sigung and Sifus Lloyd and Eric. The movie has
a clip of our instructors performing the Ferocious Fist form, which is a major
part of our curriculum. Grand Master Pan made a presentation at our 25th Anniversary and we are planning a
tribute to him at our 30th Anniversary this Nov.12 at Golf’s (more on that event soon).
This summer our Demonstration Team has been very busy, including performances at all of the Open Streets
events (where Sifu Isabelle was recently featured breaking boards on the cover of the Waterloo Chronicle).
Our Lion Dance Team was also quite active, performing at three weddings. Special thanks to the team
members, families and instructors that work tirelessly to make these teams triumph!
Sifu Anne and Sarah put in a tremendous amount of planning and energy into making WKFA’s first ever
summer camps a huge success! I received a lot of positive feedback from the participants and their parents.
They already have next year planned and I will get the dates to everyone soon!
For qualifying Youth/Junior students that trained consistently through the Summer, our first grading of
the new season will be on Sept.30. We try and conduct them roughly every eight weeks into June. Please be
patient and trust the instructors and I in our assessment with readiness for a rank. We’ve been doing this for a
long time and have the best idea as to whether a student’s effort and skill is sufficient. Ranks at our Academy
are earned; a slower progression leads to better quality Kung Fu. The same lesson is true for adults (the next
grading is set for Oct.21).
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Youth Students Column
by Sifu Anne Vandrus
Kung Fu is a Journey
There once were two sisters named Journey and Destination. The girls both wanted to be great martial artists,
so they found the best Kung Fu teacher in the land and asked to be his students. He agreed, but only if the
girls would meet him on the other side of a mountain – “You should take your time climbing over it,” he said.
As their Sifu walked away, the girls turned to each other. “This sucks!” cried Destination, “what does climbing
mountains have to do with Kung Fu? I’m going around!” Destination complained that going over the mountain
would take way too long, and they could start training sooner if they took the shorter way.
Journey disagreed. “Our teacher said we should climb over the mountain, and I trust him to know what’s best,”
she argued. Journey knew it would take a lot more time and effort, but she was willing to put in the work.
So the two sisters went their separate ways. Journey started climbing the mountain, and Destination began on
her short cut. Destination was really motivated to learn Kung Fu so she walked quickly, and she made it to the
other side of the mountain in record time! Journey, however, did not have such an easy path. She wasn’t very
good at climbing so she fell down a lot and got many scrapes and bruises. The longer she tried, though, the
better she got at climbing. Journey was also surprised to find other students like her trying to make it over the
mountain! By the time she got to the top, she had made several friends and had already learned a lot. Journey
and her friends found that coming down the other side of the mountain was actually pretty fun.
Eventually, Journey joined her sister on the other
side of the mountain, where their Sifu was waiting
for them. He started class with pushups, where
Destination found she couldn’t do as many as
Journey – she didn’t have the arm strength gained
from climbing the mountain. Next, they had to hold
a horse stance, and Destination found that her legs
got tired much sooner than Journey’s did –
because she didn’t make hers work as hard
walking around the short way.
After class, Destination told their Sifu that she doesn’t understand why she’s so bad at Kung Fu. The Sifu said,
“You just need time. Skill and confidence don’t come from taking short cuts. If you focus on facing all your
challenges instead of racing toward an end goal, you will gain something more important than a black sash:
you will be a true martial artist.”
The moral of this story is that Kung Fu is not about trying to get to the end as fast as you can (Destination), but
rather enjoying the lessons you learn along the way (Journey). Wanting to succeed quickly isn’t a bad thing,
but if you really want to be the best that you can be, it takes hard work over time.
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Junior Students Column
by Sifu Greg Weir
The Significance of the Dragon in Kung Fu
In the last newsletter I wrote an article about the significance of the Tiger in Shaolin
Five Animal Kung Fu. It only makes sense that I should balance out that perspective
by focussing on the Dragon this time around.
That’s because the Dragon is the counterpoint to the Tiger in Kung Fu symbolism: the Yang to the Tiger’s Yin,
as it were. While the Tiger represents death and all things earthly, the Dragon symbolizes birth and the
heavens (together they embody the entire circle of life). The Dragon is also associated with wisdom, ferocity
and standing guard against enemies. In contrast to the Tiger’s straight-on, brutal approach to combat, the
Dragon uses circular, flexible attacks. Also, the Dragon unleashes its power only as a last resort, preferring
instead to outwit opponents. But when a Dragon’s power is unleashed, it is shocking and overwhelming.
Personally I always found it a bit odd that amidst the Tiger, Leopard, Snake and Crane (real creatures that you
could see Kung Fu Masters wanting to emulate in physical confrontations) the Five Animals also included a
mythical creature that you couldn’t actually observe. In researching this article, however, I discovered that the
Dragon has been an important part of Chinese culture for thousands of years. Going back all the way to 3000
BC, Chinese Emperors were associated with Dragons. It’s only natural therefore that when the art of Kung Fu
was being developed, the Dragon would find its way into the iconography.
While it’s true that the Tiger is mostly Yin and the Dragon mostly Yang, they
do have aspects of both. For example, the Dragon is Yang in that it soars
through the clouds, but it is Yin in that it hides beneath the earth (which
explains why our Dragon Form has so many leg-burning ups and downs in it).
In some martial arts the Dragon represents a level of enlightenment. Students
start out as Tigers, all brute strength and linear movements, but after training
for awhile they become Dragons. That is, they become circular and more
intellectual in their approach. We don’t necessarily stress that philosophy at
the WKFA (we’re more about taking the best aspects of all five animals), but
you can see how it fits.
All of that said, how should the Dragon influence your Kung Fu training?
•
•
•

•

Like a Dragon you should use your fighting skills only as a last resort.
Like a Dragon you should first seek to outsmart people who threaten
you.
When doing your Forms (especially the Dragon Form, the Dragon
Broad Sword, and the Dragon Double Broad Sword) you should try to get as low as possible in your
stances—and jump as far and high as possible when those times come.
Like a Dragon you should try to ride the wind.

Keep up your training! And the next time you’re practising a Form, try to imagine how a Dragon might do it.
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Adult Students Column
by Sifu Rebecca Knapp

Becoming Fluid
In the last issue I talked about fluidity and its importance in Kung Fu. I thought I would
give you some suggestions for how to develop it. I’ve tried some; some I’ve only read about, but they may be
interesting to experiment with.
One key to becoming more fluid is the development of a deep awareness of your body and the sensations you
experience at any moment. In order to be fluid, you need to be relaxed – people often carry a lot of tension in
their bodies, most of which goes unnoticed, and therefore unaddressed. This tension inhibits fluid movement
because it makes our bodies rigid.
Meditation helps us become aware of our bodies and identify and manage tension by moving us into a very
relaxed state. Meditation needn’t be stationary and seated like we do at the start of each class–I will
sometimes move through a series of Kung Fu moves and techniques in a Tai Chi like manner coupled with
deep breathing – it helps me to get into the fluidity mindset before class. When I do this, I try to mimic water by
thinking how it flows and I let my body move like whatever I am envisioning in my mind. Water can trickle, rush,
or do anything in between; sometimes it is calm, and sometimes it is quite violent and crashing, but it is always
fluid.
Another effective technique is to periodically go
through your forms as if you were doing them in water,
or if you were water. You don’t need to worry about
speed or strength or even accuracy – just flow. It’s a
unique perspective on our forms.
Dance (!!) is an awesome way to become more fluid.
Latin dances like Flamenco and Salsa, interpretive
styles of dance, and even Swing are particularly useful
for developing fluid motion. But it doesn’t really matter
what type of music it is - groove to whatever makes
your body move!
If dance isn’t your thing, try shadow boxing to music – don’t just shadow box with music playing, but actually
shadow box to the music. Or, try shadow boxing without actually executing any strikes. What that means is you
are moving your torso and the rest of your body as if you were shadow boxing but you’re not actually striking. I
have not yet tried this technique and I’m sure it feels awkward at first, but I can see how it might help.
Lastly, there are some “professionals” out there who specialize in helping people develop more fluid
movements – whether that’s for dance, martial arts, boxing, running, football or whatever. If you’re interested
becoming more fluid, consult the Google Gods and see what you find. My current fave is Ido Portal – he can be
found at www.idoportal.com, but just googling him will deliver a multitude of videos and articles about his work,
(most recently with Conor McGregor and Gunnar Nelson). If you have been in my classes, some of the staff
drills and movement exercises we do are from his curriculum. Good luck!
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Parents Column
by Sifu Patti Fievoli

Keep the Kids Motivated
Whether you are new to WKFA or have been involved with the Academy for years,
you too may find September feels like a new beginning. With every new beginning it is important to have goals
and a plan to stay motivated and on track. Parents can play an important role in helping training students feel
motivated.
Motivational Ideas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Support your child to arrive on time for class.
Share healthy snacks. Talk about the intrinsic rewards such as building strength and health.
Schedule practice times where everyone in the home is doing something physical!
Provide motivational cues such as posters, sayings, photographs, certificates and belt displays. Inspire
your child through examples and stories.
5. Help set goals. (See below)
6. Have regular Kung Fu discussions. Share experiences. Tell them how you get motivated to do things
in your own life. Avoid reflecting your own frustration and anxiety if you have any surrounding their
training habits and Kung Fu journey.
7. Involve family and friends. Invite others to come and try Kung Fu.
8. Train as a family. There are a variety of programs at WKFA, also see #3 above.
9. Provide encouraging comments and feedback. If your child lacks enthusiasm, ask them why. Explore
ideas to address any issues.
10. Ensure needs for training are met. If you require assistance with purchasing sparring equipment or
weapons please see Sifu.
Setting Goals:
1. ACHIEVABLE: Goals should be achievable with (reasonable) effort. Finding the right balance is key.
2. MEASURABLE: Goals need to be specific. Avoid saying things such as “do this better”. Work with
your child’s Sifu and choose a particular item that your child can focus on. Sifu(s) will help students
measure their own success.
3. BREAK IT DOWN: A goal does not have to be one thing – for example, if your child wants to practice a
form, help them break it down into pieces and set a goal for each piece. Smaller pieces are less
intimidating and feel more easily achievable. Avoid giving critical feedback at this stage as their Sifu(s)
will guide them in their technique.
4. MOTIVATIONAL: If it becomes a shared exercise, then your child will feel supported. Make sure all
family members are maintaining a positive attitude.
5. RESOURCEFULNESS: Let your child know that it is OK to ask for help along the way. This can come
from you, an instructor, or a classmate. Encourage them to share with others what goal they are
pursuing.
6. TRACK IT: Write everything down in the training binder. A poster or a chalkboard can serve as a visual
motivator as well. Find a creative way to recognize goals that have been achieved.
7. POSITIVE: Give your children a good example by showing them some of your personal goals and how
you are making progress.
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Food for Thought
“The power for creating a better future is contained in the present moment: You create a good future by
creating a good present.” ~ Eckhart Tolle
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